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Abstract. The objective of this internship is to develop a prototype platform for testing Deep Neural
Networks (DNN). The tool should provide test cases ensuring a ”sufficient” coverage of the DNN.
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1 Context

Nowadays, Neural Networks are used in many situations and tend to get an important place among
software applications. However current testing techniques, e.g. functional or structural testing are
not adapted for such systems.

2 Subject

The first objective of the internship is to study the state of the art of DNN testing methods. Current
testing approaches are generally not adapted for DNN testing, but some preliminary works have
been published [1–3]. They propose new coverage criteria for ReLU DNN inspired from usual
coverage criteria (e.g. all instructions, all branches, MCDC), and compare them.

The second objective of this internship consists of developing a platform prototype implement-
ing some of the criteria proposed in the literature. For this purpose constraint solving tools would
be probably necessary [4], and an approach considering tools like Diversity [5] could be consid-
ered. The objective of this work is to develop a platform for DNN testing based on the concept of
“plugin”, in which future research on this domain (e.g. news covering criteria) could be integrated
later.

Finally, the proposition of additional new criteria (and their implementation) will be consid-
ered and directions for a preliminary global testing methodology should be discussed.

3 International collaboration

This work will be co-advised with Omer Nguena-Timo (Centre de Recherche en Informatique de
Montral).
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